


Results driven and solutions oriented, we are “Easier to do business with.” 

From Residential and Agricultural to Industrial, Commercial and Institutional 

our diverse product offering is designed not just to meet but exceed Customer 

demands and expectations. Answering Customers’ needs, our people make 

things right with steel solutions that work.

Easier to do business with...



Moving more than just a tonne of steel a day.

The AGWAY product line is extensive and includes everything from cladding, 

roofing, and decking to related accessories and custom-formed shapes required 

for the complete building package. But it doesn’t stop there... our product 

innovation and improved capabilities have increased the demand for Agway’s 

custom fabricated products. We embrace the design challenges brought to us 

by Customers in all our market segments and our in-house expertise allows us to 

transform them into innovative solutions.

It’s not just traditional steel that keeps Agway competitive and moving forward - 

it’s the diversity of our product line and our extensive capabilities too.



Our future.

Ours is sustained by our Customer relationships and is cultivated by our people 

who strive to build outstanding products accompanied by a better Customer 

experience. Our reputation for service excellence and Customer commitment 

grows daily, getting stronger and influencing further across the nation. We are 

“Easier to do business with...” and this is helping us take our place as a true 

leader within our industry.

Relying on our people.

The heart of our company isn’t steel, it’s our employees. And it beats with a 

complete understanding of details, deadlines, and deliveries. We work smarter by 

listening to Customers, then acting to provide an incomparable level of service. 

Years of working in partnership with our Customers and striving to understand 

their needs have given AGWAY the opportunity to adapt, comprehend and respond.
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